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Today, very few Norwegian-American heritage speakers are familiar with written Norwegian. This 

is in contrast with earlier generations; the Norwegian-Americans toward the end of the 1800s were 

described as “a literate people” (Lovoll 1984: 136), and the many “America letters” from this period 

witness to their familiarity with written Norwegian. The aim of our pilot study was to investigate the 

reading abilities of young Norwegian-Americans during the first decades of the 1900s based on the 

teaching material used, that is, a reader and a glossary written for emigrant adolescents. Our ambition is 

that this small study can serve as a starting point for further investigations into literacy on a heritage 

language. Aspects of the written heritage language have been touched upon from time to time in a WILA 

context, but more research is needed in order to gain a more complete understanding of how immigrant 

languages in America have developed, including how the interaction between spoken and written 

language is. In the first section of this paper, we give an overview of the language situation on both sides 

of the Atlantic during the second half of the 1800s and early 1900s. In section 2, we present our data: 

Nordahl Rolfsen’s reader Læsebok for Folkeskolen (1907 edition) and Ole Edvard Rølvaag’s 

corresponding glossary Ordforklaring til Nordahl Rolfsens Læsebok for Folkeskolen, II (1909). Section 

3 focuses on the process of reading, while section 4 presents our findings. In the final section, we discuss 

our findings and offer some conclusions.   

1. Literacy and the Language Situation among Norwegians in Norway and in the 

USA   

In their essay “Literacy Practices,” Barton and Hamilton (2000) present literacy as a social practice, 

describe it as historically situated, and explain that literacy practices are purposeful and embedded in 

broader social goals and cultural practices. Hence, it is helpful to provide brief background information 

regarding the literacy and language situation among Norwegians in both Norway and the USA during the 

period of emigration, as this may shed light on heritage language literacy among emigrant adolescents in 

the USA.   

Emigration to America took place at a time of great change in the Norwegian society. It occurred 

during a period of enormous population growth, industrialization, urbanization, and the rise of Norway 

as a democracy and an independent and modern nation. In the last half of the 1800s, the educational 

system in Norway was thoroughly reformed: compulsory years and weeks of schooling were extended, 

the curriculum became more secular by introducing new subjects, and the qualification requirements of 

teachers were increased. Schools also became important arenas for nation-building, in which Nordahl 

Rolfsen’s reader would play a prominent role. The political and national awakening stimulated reading, 

and the number of newspapers expanded dramatically toward the turn of the century. This period is also 

considered the golden era of Norwegian literature and includes authors such as Ibsen, Bjørnson, Skram, 

and Hamsun.   

This improvement in education in Norway also affected Norwegian-American communities, as 

emigrants were more educated and carried new intellectual habits with them across the Atlantic. In the 
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years around the Civil War, many Norwegian-Americans had a distant relationship to the written 

language. In 1860, only 37.6% of Norwegian-Americans claiming US citizenship in Milwaukee were 

able to sign their name, while in 1870, the school authorities in Trempealeau County, Wisconsin, reported 

that 48% of Norwegian-American parents were unable to read or write (Lovoll 1984: 136). 

However, toward the end of the century, most Norwegian-Americans were literate. They established 

several important institutions where written language was cherished, such as the press and the church. It 

is estimated that at least 400 different periodicals and newspapers were founded and published in 

Norwegian. Some of these were short-lived, while others existed for almost a century. Here we will 

mention two, the long-lived Decorah-Posten, which existed from 1874 to 1972, and Skandinaven 

(Chicago), which, in the early 1900s, was the Norwegian newspaper with the largest circulation on both 

sides of the Atlantic. Another important agent was the Norwegian-American Church, which used 

Norwegian for ceremonial purposes and thus gave the language status as a lingua sacra. Furthermore, the 

church organized supplementary education to that of the “American” common school, that is, the so-

called “summer school” or “Norwegian school,” where the children were educated in religion and written 

Norwegian during the common school’s vacation periods. Norwegian was also offered at some high 

schools, colleges, and universities.   

The written language in Norway at the beginning of the period of emigration to America was, due to 

centuries of political union, Danish. This obviously posed both a national and a pedagogical problem. In 

an era in which the dominant ideology closely linked language and nation, the use of a foreign language 

as the national language was problematic. Even if written Danish served as a model for “educated speech” 

among the elite, many children had a dialect very different from this norm and were exposed only to a 

limited degree to this variety. This was used as an argument for establishing a written standard for 

Norwegian on its own, as children were being faced with the challenge of trying to master a written 

language that was so different from their spoken vernacular. Because Einar Haugen (1966) provides a 

good insight into the development of a written standard for Norwegian, we will not delve much deeper 

into that here, but just mention that the quest for a written standard for Norwegian followed two different 

paths: one that Norwegianized Danish step by step (today’s Bokmål), and the other that introduced a new 

standard based on Norwegian dialects (i.e., Nynorsk). However, the attempt to establish a national written 

language in Norway, distinct from Danish, was highly disliked – and even ignored – among Norwegian-

Americans. The conservative attitude toward language reform seemed to be more prevalent among the 

Norwegian-Americans than back in the old country. So, we might say that the written traditions in the 

new and old world departed, at least to some degree (Hjelde & Jansson 2016).   

Even if the USA was founded through immigration, several waves of immigration were followed by 

periods of nativism. One of these bouts of xenophobia, which started to build in the late 1800s, had a 

dramatic impact on the use of Norwegian, as well as on many other immigrant languages in the USA. 

Furthermore, World War I emphasized this and brought about what Einar Haugen referred to as a 

“hysteria” (1953: 255), in which American patriotism became closely linked with the use of English – 

and English only. After 1917, the use of Norwegian in church dropped rapidly, and in particular, religious 

instruction in Norwegian directed toward the younger generation was severely affected. While more than 

80% of the summer school instruction was in Norwegian in 1917, it dropped to less than 20% in 1928. 

Likewise, confirmand instruction in Norwegian dropped from above 60% to about 10% during the same 

period (Haugen 1953: 262f.). Though English became the main language in church services, it was 

introduced more slowly and gradually. In 1917, 73.1% of the services in the Norwegian Lutheran Church 

were offered in Norwegian, but in 1928, this figure was down to 39.8% (Haugen 1953: 262f.). This 

decline was accompanied by a decrease in the number of Norwegian-American newspapers in the 

interwar period.   

2. Our Data and Approach: Nordahl Rolfsen and Ole Edvard Rølvaag   

In the history of education in Norway, Nordahl Rolfsen plays a very significant role due to his impact 

as editor and author of the reader Læsebok for Folkeskolen. This reader dominated the Norwegian 

common school from its introduction in 1892 until well into the 1950s. In total, about eight million copies 

were printed, an impressive number considering that the population in Norway during this period was 
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between 2 and 3.5 million. What made this reader so groundbreaking was its focus on secular texts, many 

of which were by well-known authors, as well as its many illustrations. Rolfsen’s ambition to form a 

common national identity and give the Danish-dominated written language a strong Norwegian stylistic 

flavor is also important in this context.   

 Rolfsen also had an impact on the Norwegian-American community through both his Læsebok for 

Folkeskolen and, later, his Boken om Norge (1913–1915). The latter was a reader in four volumes 

specially written for the Norwegian-American community. For both of these readers, a glossary was 

compiled to support the understanding of the texts. The glossary for Læsebok for Folkeskolen, 

Ordforklaring til Nordahl Rolfsens Læsebok for Folkeskolen II (1909), was produced by Ole Edvard 

Rølvaag, a Norway-born professor at St. Olaf College and the most successful Norwegian-American 

author.   

Our study is based on this glossary, an excerpt of which can be seen in Figure 1. As an experienced 

teacher of Norwegian, Rølvaag knew which words would cause problems for the students. Thus, our 

presumption was that by studying both the words he included in the glossary and those he ignored, we 

could gain some insight into the students’ ability to read their heritage language and thereby look for 

patterns in the hindrances posed in their understanding of the written heritage language.   

Figure 1. Excerpt from Rølvaag’s glossary. The entry is in bold letters, followed by grammatical information,

synonyms or description in Norwegian, and the English translation in brackets.

There is no doubt that the glossary was intended for heritage language speakers and not for those in 

the process of learning Norwegian as a second language; in the preface, Rølvaag stated that his glossary 

would be of no use for a beginner learner of Norwegian. He wrote that his work was intended for his 

college students, and he also hoped that it could be used in other “higher schools” as well as in “religion 

schools.” Rølvaag’s emphasis on explaining the words in Norwegian, and not only English, also indicates

that his glossary was intended for a user who (had) mastered Norwegian. Furthermore, Rolfsen’s reader

was originally compiled for monolingual children in Norway; thus, it would be too advanced for a second

language learner. At the same time, these Norwegian-American children were already familiar with the 

alphabet and trained as readers at the American common school (the so-called “Yankee school”). Seip 

and Selmer’s recordings of young Norwegian-Americans (1931) indicate that these students were fluent 

speakers of Norwegian. Hence, they knew the language they were going to read, and they also knew how 

to read. The challenge was to combine these two skills when reading the heritage language.   

3. The Process of Reading

When reading, language is received and processed in a complex way. Reading researchers usually 

divide the reading process into three processes or levels: 1. Decoding is the ability to apply one’s 

knowledge of letter – sound relationships (orthography), including knowledge of letter patterns, in order 

to pronounce written words correctly. 2. Word recognition takes place when the words are known to the 

reader; that is, they are already stored in one’s so-called mental lexicon, which is usually more limited in 

the L2 than in the L1. The same might be the case for a heritage language compared to the dominant one. 
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When L2 words are unfamiliar to L2 readers, comprehension will be challenged unless they use reading 

strategies such as activating prior knowledge or consulting a glossary. 3. Comprehension is, simply put, 

the understanding and interpretation of what is read (Bjørke 2020; Tishakov 2020).   

The goal of reading is indeed to obtain meaning from written language (Perfetti & Dunlop 2008: 13). 

Considering the act of decoding raises the question: What is learned when learning to read? Perfetti and 

Zhang (1995) claimed that learning to read is learning how one’s writing system encodes one’s language; 

it is “about converting graphic input (letters, words, characters) to linguistic-conceptual objects (words, 

morphemes, and their associated concepts)” (Perfetti & Dunlop 2008: 13). Hence, the learner has to figure 

out how the graphic forms work – how they map onto the learner’s spoken language. The defining feature 

of a writing system is thus its mapping principle (Perfetti & Dunlop 2008: 15). Both English and 

Norwegian writing systems map graphs (characters) onto speech sounds (phonemes) and are thus 

alphabetic. A literate person with Norwegian as L1 would thus not face big challenges when learning to 

read English as L2; not only does the learner know the mapping principle of grapheme to phoneme, but 

the alphabets in the two languages are mostly identical (Latin alphabet). Hence, it would be a much bigger 

challenge to learn to read Chinese, which has a totally different writing system.   

In literacy research, it is well known that those who are already literate in one language progress 

faster and achieve higher levels in the development of reading in another language. The available reading 

skills and strategies from the learner’s L1 can potentially be used to make meaning from a text in the 

language to be learned (Cummins 2007; Garcia 2008). When it comes to minority students, August and 

Shahanan’s (2006) large-scale synthesis of literacy research concluded that literacy in L1 facilitates 

literacy development in an L2. This was not the case with the Norwegian-American students: their L1 

Norwegian was probably limited to oral skills (such as speaking and listening), while their literacy skills 

(reading and writing) were solely in English. Why else should the experienced teacher Rølvaag bother to 

write his glossary? Even though Norwegian and English belong to the same writing system (graph to 

phoneme) and have the same alphabet, there is a need for another distinction: orthography, which is the 

implementation of a writing system in a specific language (Perfetti & Dunlop 2008: 17).   

Orthographies differ in the transparency of mappings between letters and phonemes within alphabetic 

writing systems. A language with a transparent orthography deals with a great grapheme-to-phoneme 

correspondence; that is, one letter in print represents one sound of the spoken language. A language with 

a deep or opaque orthography is a language in which one letter (grapheme) may represent many sounds 

(phonemes). Here, Norwegian and English reside at each end of the dimension, where contemporary 

Norwegian is considered quite transparent1 and English very opaque (Kulbrandstad 2018: 155). Because 

English is less transparent, English children and adults have to rely more on orthographic whole-word 

reading than children and adults with a more transparent L1, such as German and modern-day Norwegian. 

The latter more often treats a string of letters as decodable, whereas English readers first try to find the 

whole word that the string represents (Perfetti & Dunlop 2008: 19). This mirrors the different reading 

approaches in late-nineteenth-century English/American schools and Norwegian schools; to a great 

extent, the American school used an analytical reading approach (whole-word strategy, also known as 

top-down or global), whereas the “old” Norwegian school had a synthetic/phonic approach (also labeled 

bottom-up or local) (Hvenekilde 1995; Kulbrandstad 2018: 155).   

4. Our Preliminary Findings  

Rølvaag’s glossary contains about 3,600 entries. The majority of these words belong to two main 

categories: 1) unfamiliar words, that is, words that are likely not to be present in spoken varieties of the 

heritage language; and 2) words with a complex spelling, which makes them hard to decode and identify 

for an inexperienced reader. Among this first group, we found words that were replaced with loanwords 

by Norwegian-Americans; words with a specific relevance for life in Norway; and words that we, for 

1 Transparent in this context is not the same as orthophone, it implies that the pronunciation of a word is given by its 

spelling, which does not necessarily require an unambiguous one-to-one relationship between phoneme and 

grapheme, which is the case for orthophony.
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simplicity, labeled “literary words,” that is, words not commonly found in everyday speech and which 

often have a Danish origin. In the latter group, we found words spelled with many letters, words with 

“silent letters,” words with unfamiliar letter combinations (seen from an American point of view), and 

words in which the letters are pronounced differently in Norwegian and English. In the following section, 

we provide some examples of these different categories of words. 

 

4.1. Unfamiliar Words  

 

The contact Norwegian-Americans had with English subsequently resulted in what Einar Haugen 

referred to as The Great Vocabulary Shift (1953: 74ff.). English words replaced some of their Norwegian 

vocabulary, and some of the vocabulary was restructured. Thus, the Norwegian-Americans had a number 

of lacunae in their vocabulary when confronted with Euro-Norwegian. In some cases, Norwegian words 

had totally disappeared in the Norwegian-American vernacular, while in other cases, their meaning had 

changed (see Table 1) (Haugen 1953). It is obvious that such an alternation in vocabulary would affect 

these reader’s ability to fully understand a text in written Norwegian. An estimated 10% of the words 

listed by Rølvaag belong to this category; however, there was, of course, individual variation among 

Norwegian-American speakers regarding the extent to which the vocabulary was influenced by English.   

Table 1. Examples of entry words with an altered meaning or replaced by loan words  

Norwegian entry   Euro-Norwegian meaning   American-Norwegian meaning  

leg   lower leg   leg from the hip and down   

gaa   walk   travel  

mil   10 kilometers   about 1.6 kilometers   

reise  travel  raise  

Norwegian entry   Euro-Norwegian meaning   Norwegian-American borrowing   

beite  pasture  paster  

damper  steam boat   stimbåt  

dreng  hired man  hyrakar  

elv   river   røvvel   

fjøs   barn   barn(e)   

jage   hunt   hønte   

Even if there was contact between the emigrants and their homeland, some aspects of life in Norway 

had limited relevance for life in America, thus the vocabulary for these phenomena went out of use and 

became unknown for the younger generations (see Table 2). Many of the words in this category are related 

to Norwegian nature, traditional life, and life at sea. This group of words also makes up about 10% of the 

words listed by Rølvaag.   
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Table 2. Examples of “irrelevant” entry words in a mainstream Norwegian-American context  

Entry word   English meaning   

fiskevær   fishing station   

fossekall  water-ousel   

gaardmannsdatter  farmer’s daughter   

garnsildfiske  herring-fishing with nets   

gjæterlaat   herdsman’s song   

herred   district   

høvedsman  skipper on a fishing boat   

kahyt  cabin in the hind part of a vessel   

landlov  land-leave   

lur  cowherd’s vessel, Alp-horn   

nøkk   nixie, river sprite   

nøst   boathouse   

skrei   cod   

stabbur  storehouse  

sæter   mountain dairy  

tyri  resinous pine  

Another group of words listed are those that can be labelled literary words – words that are hardly 

used in everyday speech but belong to the written sphere (see Table 3). About 10% of the words listed by 

Rølvaag belong to this group, and a substantial number of these words have a Danish origin, which makes 

them even more exotic in a Norwegian-American setting.   

Table 3. Examples of entry words not commonly found in the spoken vernacular (“literary words”)  

Entry word   English meaning   

munderingstrøie   regimental jacket   

kvide   agony   

helliggjort  sanctified   

forulempet  annoyed   

bange   afraid   

blodvidne  martyr   

brynjesterk  well-armed  

yndest   favor  

vanslegte  degenerate  

ubændig  untamable   
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4.2. Words with a Complex Spelling  

It is more challenging for an inexperienced reader to decode long words than short ones, and this can 

also be seen from Rølvaag’s glossary, as one-third of the listed words are compounds, while about 10% 

of the words are derivations, word types that contain several morphemes and thus are longer. Differences 

in spelling traditions between English and Norwegian – and a large discrepancy between spelling and 

pronunciation – is another complicating factor here, which represents another challenge for novice 

readers.   

A noticeable difference between Norwegian and English orthography is how compounds are spelled. 

While compounds in English can be written either as one word, as so-called closed compounds (like 

bookstore), or as open compounds consisting of several words (like living room), compounds in 

Norwegian are always closed (see Table 4). In addition, Norwegian might be considered more synthetic 

than English in the sense that the definite article is a suffix and not a particle. Thus, for example, “the 

minister of education” is written as one word in Norwegian, utdanningsministeren.  

Table 4. Examples of Norwegian compounds listed by Rølvaag  

Entry   Meaning   

hardhaus   hardy fellow   

klerkekløkt   intelligence of a priest  

lekeplads   playground  

mandomsverk  act of manhood   

rustrød   rusty red   

skindhat  leather hat   

tjenestejente   hired girl  

tilbakekalde  call back  

An overall tendency in Rølvaag’s glossary is for the roots not to be listed, only the compound. This 

suggests that the reader is expected to know the elements the compound is made up of but is not able to 

recognize the word when the elements are put together. Thus, the size of the words must be a challenge 

for the reader as well as his/her lack of experience in decomposing such words into their smaller units. 

This can be exemplified through compounds of content words containing the root blod- (blood): blodflek, 

blodrose, blodsprut, blodvidne. Blod is not a separate entry, nor are rose, sprut, or vidne. The same is true 

for functional words. Many such words are frequent and contain few letters; thus, they are not listed. 

However, those listed are normally the complex ones, especially compounds, such as bortefter (along), 

bortenfor (beyond), fremfor (in front of), fremover (forward), indefter (inwards), indenfor (inside), 

indimellem (in between), indunder (under), indved (close to), nedefter (downwards), nedenfor (below), 

nedover (downwards), and nedtil (down to).   

Even after the spelling reform of 1907 (the norm used in this edition), written Norwegian still shows 

considerable discrepancies between spelling and pronunciation. On the one hand, this is due to the 

importance of etymology for this spelling, as well as the Danish origin of many words and forms; on the 

other hand, this is because of the great dialectal diversity in pronunciation found in Norway. Silent letters, 

which often have an etymologically based explanation, are a known challenge for novice readers, and we 

noticed that many of the words listed contain such letters. This is, for example, the case for many words 

with an initial hj- and gj-, which both would be pronounced [j], as the h and g are silent. Examples of 

such words are hjemme, hjælp, gjest, gjæte, gjemme, and gjengjæld. Initial hv- represents a similar 

consonant group in which the initial h is not pronounced. However, here we found dialectal variation; 

some would pronounce it as [v-], and others as [gv-] or [k(v)-], with [k(v)-] representing the most 

widespread pronunciation, covering most of the country except the area around the Oslofjord and 
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Telemark. It is worth noting that even if quite a few words with initial hv- are listed, none of them, except 

one, are interrogatives. So, we found words like hval (whale), hvas (sharp), hvelve (arch), and hvit (white). 

When interrogatives such as hvem (who), hva (what), and hvor (where) are not listed, the reason for this 

is probably that these words are both short and frequent and, as such, easy to acquire. When the

interrogative hvordan is listed, this is probably because, in addition to being a compound, many dialects

use deviating forms like (h)åffer, høss, and different variants of kvifor.  

We also found many cases in which the same phoneme can be spelled in many ways, and this, too,

can pose problems for the reader. An example of this is the case with /j/, spelled j as in jente (girl), g as

in gift (poison), and the previously mentioned hj and gj. The same concerns /ʃ/, which can be spelled sj,

as in sjø (sea), sk as in skyte (shoot), skj as in skjorte (shirt), and s as in sersjant2 (sergeant).   

Likewise, one grapheme may represent more than one phoneme; when we looked at the vowel 

system, we found a number of examples of this, for example, /ʉ/, /u/, and /o/, and corresponding letters

u, o, and aa (aa is å in today’s Norwegian):  

(1) a. <aa>:  aandeløs /ondeløs/ (breathless) 

b. <o>:  ost /ust/ (cheese);  orke /orke/ (care to do) 

c.  <u>:  ulv /ʉlv/ (wolf);   ung /uŋ/ (young). 

In our view, it is obvious that this kind of discrepancy between spelling and pronunciation would

cause problems for an inexperienced reader.  

5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks 

It is, of course, difficult to know for sure to what extent Norwegian-American teenagers in general 

in the early 1900s were able to read – and comprehend – contemporary Norwegian. We know that the 

Lutheran Church played a prominent role among Norwegian-Americans, and prior to WW1, two-thirds 

or more of the church’s “summer school” and “confirmation training” were given in Norwegian. Thus, 

many of the students were, to some extent, primed to read some Norwegian prior to being confronted 

with Rolfsen. Hence, many should have been somewhat familiar with the most frequent words.   

Studies done on second language reading indicate that a reader must know between 95% (Laufer 

1989) and 98% (Hu & Nation 2000) of the vocabulary in order to fully comprehend a text. But the 

Norwegian-Americans were not second language learners; they were heritage speakers. Their problem 

was not necessarily that they did not know the word, but rather that they were not able to recognize it in 

a written form when spelled according to rules very different from what they were familiar with from 

English. However, the effect on comprehension would be the same, as the spelling made it difficult to 

decode the word.  

As a reader attains fluency in reading, the ability to perform whole-word recognition will also be 

developed. However, in order to reach that level, one has to go through a strategy of spelling out 

unfamiliar words. It has been pointed out that the American schooling tradition has focused more on 

whole-word recognition, while the reading pedagogy in Norway has focused more on reading a word 

letter by letter (Kulbrandstad 2018: 143ff). A whole-word strategy is an effective approach when reading 

a familiar written language, while it has shortcomings when the reader is confronted with an additional 

written language. But since written Norwegian does not have a one-to-one relationship between letter and 

phoneme, and had even less of one in 1907, even a strategy where the reader sounds out a word letter by 

letter would, in some cases, not be of much help for comprehension, due to a discrepancy between letter 

and sound.   

To establish fluency in reading and comprehension, mass training is required, which is best acquired 

through leisure reading. During the early 1900s, there was, as we have pointed out, a great number of 

Norwegian publications and books published in the United States that could fill such a gap. But there 

2 Some dialects would have a realization with initial [s] for this particular word.
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were also hindrances. One was that most of these were published in an older and more Danish form of 

Norwegian than what the students were exposed to through Rolfsen’s reader, and this “conservative” 

tendency was especially present in secular publications. But most crucial was the general use of Fraktur, 

not Antigua, in Norwegian-American publications. Even today we have encountered many Norwegian-

Americans who claim that Norwegian is extremely hard to read – because of the “strange letters.” So, 

when young Norwegian-American students were introduced to written Norwegian through Antigua, this 

was in line with what happened in Norway, but it also represented a departure from the Norwegian-

American tradition carried out by the parent generation. An effect of this would be that, even if the 

students acquired a high level of reading competence in Norwegian, they would still have limited access 

to the Fraktur-dominated Norwegian-American text culture. We can only speculate about what effect this 

would have on the students’ motivation to learn to read the heritage language.   

Finally, background information – schema – is important for reading comprehension. Rolfsen’s 

reader consists of many traditional stories known by most Norwegians in the old country, such as 

fairytales and myths. For a child in Norway, this would have been of great help when reading this book. 

Haugen (1939) stated that among Norwegian-Americans, the knowledge of such traditional stories was 

limited, maybe because the old generation, who usually passed on this oral material, did not emigrate. A 

consequence of such a shortcoming would be that the Norwegian-American students would not get the 

same support in reading comprehension as a child in Norway would do.   

Our conclusions based on our preliminary study are that Norwegian-American teenagers in the early 

1900s had some prerequisite experience in reading Norwegian. They knew Norwegian as a spoken 

heritage language, and they were trained readers of English. Their challenge was to draw on these two 

skills when exposed to written Norwegian. They could decode the most frequent and transparent written 

words, but they did not master the full vocabulary register, nor were they able to apply their alphabetic 

skills to the whole range of orthographic structures in written Norwegian. We see that they needed support 

from a glossary when confronted with longer and more complex words, including non-orthophone words. 

The quite high number of entry words included in Rølvaag’s glossary might indicate that teenagers’ ability 

to understand the full range of what they read was somewhat limited.  

There are also reasons to believe that reading skills in Norwegian among Norwegian-American 

adolescents declined rapidly during the first decades of the twentieth century, in parallel with the rapid 

reduction in the use of Norwegian in the press and church. As early as 1904, St. Olaf College allowed 

students to graduate, even if they lacked reading skills in Norwegian, which indicates that the ability to 

read Norwegian had started to decline by the turn of the century (Minneapolis Tidende 1904). A 

comparison of Rølvaag’s glossary from 1909 with a similar one published in 1930 indicates a dramatic 

decline in reading ability, as will be demonstrated below.   

Figure 2 shows a small excerpt from Rolfsen’s reader, a text written by Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, with 

the words listed in Rølvaag’s glossary marked. No grammatical words are included, which, we argue, 

demonstrates that the young Norwegian-Americans were expected to have a general understanding of the 

language and were able to decode the most elementary and frequent parts. Still, 22% of the words are 

listed, which is a rather high percentage.   

Figure 2. Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson (1872): Blakken; the words listed by Rølvaag (1909) are marked.
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In 1930, Reque and Hjelmstad, two Minnesotan teachers of Norwegian, published the glossary Notes 

and Vocabulary to Rolfsen’s Boken om Norge. From Figure 3, we can see that all words are listed in this 

glossary, which should indicate that the general reading skills among young Norwegian-Americans at 

that point were low and were the result of a rapid decline in reading ability among adolescents between 

1909 and 1930. However, such a decline could be expected, as, to a high degree, written Norwegian was 

in the process of becoming invisible in the emigrant community, along with a general shift toward English 

as the sole medium for writing. This could strongly affect teenagers’ motivation to spend their time 

developing reading skills in a written language that was about to be abandoned.   

Figure 3. Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson (1872): Blakken; the words listed in Reque & Hjelmstad (1930) are marked.
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